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Abstract  
 

Although used for one century in billions of people as the vaccine adjuvant with the best 

benefit/side-effect balance, aluminium salts/gels have drawbacks of rapid leakage of antigens 

from the injection site and indefinite persistence. Herein, we propose an alternative to canonical 

Al-adjuvant. Proteins, nucleic acids, and bacteria were successfully encapsulated within an Al-

based Metal-Organic Framework (MOF), namely Al-fumarate, using a synthesis process in 

water and room temperature, compatible with bio-entities preservation. Mice immunizations 

demonstrated antigenicity preservation of tetanus toxoid and inactivated E. coli, and a stronger 

adjuvant effect of Al-fumarate than benchmark Al-adjuvant (Alhydrogel) with an initial slow 

antigen release and a protective effect. The Al-fumarate vaccine formulation was fully 

resorbable in vivo, disappearing from the injection site, was not exhibiting any toxicity, and was 

stable for two years. The limitation of Al adjuvants as eliciting only antibody responses was 

also overcome by co-immobilisation of CpG 1018 with tetanus toxoid.  

 

 

Keywords: Metal-Organic Framework, Encapsulation, Antigen, Adjuvant, Vaccine 
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Introduction 

Vaccines are powerful means for managing and preventing the spread of pathogens and 

infectious diseases worldwide and the best-cost effective tool for public health, particularly in 

avoiding numerous deaths among children.1 Prophylactic vaccines categorized into living, non-

living, and nucleic acid ones are administrated to healthy populations and should be extremely 

safe with minimal side-effects.2 Non-living vaccines, made from non-infectious or inactivated 

forms of antigens, require the use of an adjuvant to obtain long-lasting efficient immune 

coverage against targeted pathogens or diseases.3,4 Al-based salts or gels (mainly aluminium 

(oxo)hydroxide or phosphate) remain the leading adjuvants in humans vaccination. They have 

been administrated to billions of individuals for a century,5 due to their unique ability of 

inducing sustainable and neutralizing antibodies for many inactivated antigens such as 

toxoids.6,7 Even if their clinical efficiency to side effect ratio is undoubtedly proven excellent, 

these adjuvants still have some limitations: (i) They, in part, can remain indefinitely at the 

injection site.8–10 This situation has led to vaccine reluctance on a part of the general public due 

to a fear of Al vaccines owing to the inaccurate correlation between the low Al amounts in 

vaccines (typically 0.5 mg per injection)11 with the Al induced encephalopathy cases;12,13 (ii) 

They only induce humoral immune responses that can be ineffective against some infectious 

agents and irrelevant for most cancer immunotherapy;14 (iii) They can exhibit an initial rapid 

leakage of soluble antigens, reducing the overall immune potency;15 (iv) They are incompatible 

with some fragile antigens that can be denatured.16 (v) Mixture adjustments in multi-valent 

vaccines may be challenging, owing to the specific nature of adjuvant-antigen correlation.17 

The first two drawbacks are mostly related to the chemical composition of the adjuvant, while 

the others result mainly from the antigens immobilization process based on surface electrostatic 

adsorption or ligand exchange. A myriad of alternative adjuvants has been developed either 

with different chemical compositions (e.g. Freund’s adjuvant, squalene, liposomes, MF59, 

lipids, cell exosomes or bacteria wall, etc),18–27 or structurally different Al-based adjuvants,15,28 

but only a few have reached approval for human use as many exhibit either unacceptable side 

effects, insufficient immune responses, stability issues or difficulties in scaling-up.29–32 

Alternatively, the lack of cellular response in traditional Al-adjuvants can be compensated by 

the addition of immune orienteers (oligonucleotides,33 imidazoquinoline,34 TLR7 agonists35). 

Due to the inefficient retention of such orienteers by Al salts and their rapid leakage from the 

injection site, this approach can however demand high dosages that in some cases can lead to 
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significant toxicities which may be acceptable for cancer immunotherapy but not for 

prophylactic vaccination.35  

To overcome some limitations of canonical Al-adjuvants while preserving their strength and 

effectiveness, we propose a different approach that consists of entrapping antigens (together 

with if necessary immune orienteers) within a resorbable Al-based Metal-Organic Framework 

(MOF). MOFs are built-up from inorganic and organic building units forming three-

dimensional crystal structures of high surface area and porosity.36,37 For biomedical 

applications, such as drugs,46 gases,47 proteins38 or nucleic acid39 delivery, MOFs exhibited 

appealing properties, including controlled release, in vivo degradation, and low toxicity.40 For 

such applications MOFs with non-immunostimulant properties were preferentially considered 

(i.e. Fe-, Zr- or Zn-based). Only recently, their potential inherent immunogenicity was 

investigated.41 They revealed of interest for immunotherapy,42,43 mainly as cargo for 

oligonucleotides.44–47 For vaccination, similarly, the role of MOFs has been mostly restricted 

to an antigens and adjuvants carrier rather than actively participating in an immunostimulant 

action.48–57 Very few works have used Al-based MOFs both as the antigen cargo and adjuvant 

by itself.58,59 But the antigens’ immobilization was performed similarly to canonical Al-

adjuvants by surface electrostatic adsorption onto preformed particles. Interestingly, 

encapsulation of antigens in Zn-based MOFs60 provided a protective armour that favours the 

immune response by limiting antigen leakage or degradation and by depot effect even in the 

absence of a direct adjuvant effect of the metal used.61–63   

Herein, we report the entrapment of antigens within Al-fumarate,64 an Al-MOF (Fig. 1a), the 

MOF assembly being performed in presence of antigens using non-denaturing conditions for 

biological entities (water, room temperature). Fumarate was selected as the MOF’s organic 

ligand as it is an endogenous molecule involved in the Krebs cycle and thus atoxic.65 The 

relevance of the process was evidenced in terms of in vivo adjuvant potency, resorption, 

tolerance, long-term stability, and slow antigen initial release. We demonstrate the suitability 

and universality of this approach for various antigens ranging from soluble proteins (tetanus 

toxoid) to bacteria (Escherichia coli), as well as the possibility to co-immobilise antigens with 

an oligonucleotide immune orienteer (CpG 1018).  
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Results and discussion 

Vaccine formulations  

The synthesis of the aluminium polycarboxylate MOF, Al-fumarate, Al(OH)(C4H2O4) (Fig. 

1a),64 was optimized to be performed in conditions non-denaturing for antigens, i.e. aqueous 

media, room temperature (SI section 2A). An 8-hour reaction protocol enabled to reach 

equilibrium and recover Al-fumarate (Fig. S1-S3). The characteristic Bragg peaks of the PXRD 

pattern were relatively broad, this being attributed to small particle size and low crystallinity as 

Al-fumarate is well-known to give poorly crystallized particles (Fig. 1c-d).64,66 The stability of 

Al-fumarate in common vaccine injection media was assessed and HEPES buffer (20 mM, pH 

7.4) was selected to formulate Al-fumarate vaccines (SI section 2B, Fig. S4-S8).  

Tetanus Toxoid (TT) was first selected as a well-known antigen model, extensively studied, 

and used in commercial vaccines.67 Vaccines were formulated at two TT concentrations based 

on the human tetanus vaccine model: C0 (3.2 IU, 78.4 µg/ml TT) and C1 (1.6 IU, 39.2 mg/ml 

TT) with the same TT/Al ratio (0.08 IU/μg Al) (Fig. 1b).68 TT was immobilized within Al-

fumarate by introducing the antigens during the MOF synthesis (see experimental section). The 

presence of TT did not affect the MOF crystallinity, nor the particles’ morphology (individual 

rod-shaped nanoparticles of around 13 ± 5 nm by 40 ± 10 nm, forming aggregates of 100 nm 

to few µm) (Fig. 1c-d, SI section 3A, Fig. S9-S12). No residual TT was detected in the synthesis 

supernatants, confirming the total immobilization of the antigen (Fig. S13). Confocal laser 

microscopy imaging using fluorescence-labelled TT confirmed its homogenous distribution 

throughout the particles (Fig. S14). The stability of the vaccine formulation over one week was 

confirmed based on the absence of TT leaching (Fig. S15), in agreement with the stability of 

Al-fumarate in HEPES buffer.  

For comparison sake, vaccine formulations using Alhydrogel (Al(OH)3), the commercial 

benchmark aluminium adjuvant, were also prepared at C0 and C1 concentrations with identical 

TT/Al ratio (see experimental section). The amount of aluminium was similar for TT@Al-

fumarate and TT-Alhydrogel (Table S3-S5). 
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the antigen entrapment process. Al-fumarate is built up from 

chains of corner sharing AlO6 octahedra connected through fumarate ligands and μ2-OH bridges to 

define diamond shaped channels of ~6 Å free diameter. (b) Mice vaccine doses based on tetanus toxoid 

monovalent human vaccine dose.68 All vaccines were formulated with the same TT/Al ratio of 0.08 IU/µg 

Al. IU represents international unit of antigen activity, also expressed in Lf (Limit of Flocculation). The 

TT solution used for the synthesis was at 2.8 mg/ml and 1428 Lf/ml. (c) Powder X-Ray Diffraction 

patterns of Al-fumarate calculated (obtained from CCDC, deposition number: 1051975, database 

identifier: DOYBEA) and experimental Al-fumarate and TT@Al-fumarate (C1 and C0 concentrations). 

λ = 1.5406 Å (d) Bright Field STEM (left column) and STEM-HAADF (right column) images of Al-

fumarate (top row) and TT@Al-fumarate (bottom row) (C1 concentration).  
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Immunizations and Antibody responses  

In order to quantitatively assess the effect of the two adjuvants, a sub-optimal single injection 

protocol in mice, an immunocompetent species poorly responding to TT, was chosen. Balb/c 

mice were immunized by 20 µl intramuscular (IM) injections in the right hind-limb. Initially, 

the immune response against formulations at four concentrations (C0 to C3, Fig. 1b) was 

evaluated quantitatively by the anti-TT IgG antibody titers in mice sera one month after 

immunization (SI section 1C). TT@Al-fumarate formulations resulted in greater antibody titers 

than those obtained with TT-Alhydrogel formulations for all four concentrations (Fig. S16). 

The C1 concentration was subsequently selected for a longitudinal study with antibody titration 

at 14 and 32 days. At both time-point, TT@Al-fumarate induced a significant higher anti-TT 

IgG antibody level than TT-Alhydrogel (Fig. 2a). Comparison of anti-TT whole Ig dilution 

curves showed, at each tested dilution, a clear stronger Ig response induced by TT@Al-fumarate 

over TT-Alhydrogel (Fig. 2b). Under all the tested conditions, TT@Al-fumarate exhibited a 

more potent immune response, indicating a higher adjuvant effect of the Al-fumarate MOF than 

the reference Al-adjuvant. 
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Figure 2. (a) Comparison of 10 paired anti-TT IgG immune responses induced in Balb/c mice by TT-

Alhydrogel (blue circle) and TT@Al-fumarate (red square) at D14 (open symbols) or D32 (full symbols) 

after injections with C1 concentration (20 µl C1 concentration, IM, right hind-limb,). Optical density 

(OD) was observed on the same ELISA plates for paired sera diluted to 1:1000. **p < 0.01 as 

determined by Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test. (b) Ig anti-TT ELISA OD comparison of representative 

dilution curves of mice sera (pooled sera from 2 mice ranking 3 and 4 in each mice group) obtained at 

D32 either following immunization by TT-Alhydrogel (blue circle) or TT@Al-fumarate (red square). 

Insert: comparison of values at OD = 0.6 expressed in kU from the reference curve of the ELISA kit 

(reference curve is depicted in Fig. S17). (c) Remaining aluminium at the injection site measured at 7, 

14, 32 and 60 days after injection of TT, TT-Alhydrogel or TT@Al-fumarate (20 µl C1 concentration, 

IM, right hind-limb, N=5). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. (d) Aluminium 

remaining at the injection site 90 days after injection (50 µl C1 concentration, IM, hind-limb). Three 

individual paired values (left) and mean value (right). (e) Tissue section stained in HES of a 

representative inguinal lymph node draining the IM injection site of TT@Al-fumarate at D32. From left 

to right: HES staining, SEM and EDS analysis of C and Al elements. Scale bars represent 500 µm. 
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Resorbable character  

To assess the resorbable character of the adjuvants, the amounts of Al3+ deriving from the 

digested right limbs of mice injected with 20 µl C1 concentration (20 µg Al) either as TT@Al-

fumarate or TT-Alhydrogel were quantified by ICP-OES (Fig. S18). The deducted Al3+ wt% 

remaining at the injection site is presented in Fig. 2c. For both adjuvants at day 7, less than half 

of the injected aluminium remained at the injection site (~ 43 wt%). From day 14, a gradual 

decrease of the aluminium from TT@Al-fumarate could be observed, whereas the aluminium 

from TT-Alhydrogel remained at the injection site as shown by the constant amounts of detected 

Al3+. At day 60, the mice injected with TT-Alhydrogel presented 3.6 times more aluminium 

than the mice injected with TT@Al-fumarate (~ 10 wt%). Half-life of aluminium from TT@Al-

fumarate (determined starting from day 7) was of ca. 25 days whereas aluminium from the TT-

Alhydrogel being almost constant displayed an apparent half-life of more than 220 days.  

To confirm that the aluminium decay followed a 1st order kinetic law and was quantity-

independent, a similar study was conducted with higher injected amount (50 µl C1 per hind-

limb, 50 µg Al, Fig. 2d and S19). At day 60, 8 wt % of injected aluminium remained at the 

injection site for the mice injected with TT@Al-fumarate, in accordance with the value obtained 

with lower dose. At day 90, the mice injected with TT-Alhydrogel presented 10 times more 

aluminium at the injection site than the mice injected with TT@Al-fumarate for which only 5 

wt% of the injected aluminium remained at the injection site.  

These results confirmed the local persistence of a part of the reference Al-adjuvant as well as 

the disappearance within a few months of Al-fumarate MOF. Despite the recognized safety 

profile of the reference Al-adjuvant, as a result of its immunostimulant character and 

persistence, on rare occasions macrophage granulomas can developed within the muscle tissue 

at the injection site (Fig. S20).8–10 The disappearance of the injected aluminium should avoid 

such phenomena and be a strong reassuring argument for the general public. It could be also 

advantageous from a pharmaceutical point-of-view since the totality of the injected adjuvant 

serves as a vehicle for antigen presentation to the antigen presenting cells (APC) in contrast to 

insoluble remaining aggregates of the reference Al-adjuvants. 

Note that no excess of aluminium was detected in the blood circulation of any mice group (Table 

S6) or stored in storage organs such as liver and spleen, even when high aluminium amount 

(200 µl C1 concentration, 200 µg Al) was injected (Table S7), indicating the absence of Al3+ 

circulation or retention in the body and suggesting its fast excretion. 

It should also be kept in mind that once initiated a large part of the immune response is no 

longer developing at the injection site but in the regional lymph node, as illustrated by the very 
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active inguinal lymph node draining the injection site where Al was not found using EDS 

analysis (Fig. 2e and S21). In a high dose study (100 µl C1 sub-cutaneous injection), a grade 1 

transient macroscopic local reaction was observed at day 15 that quickly disappeared in less 

than a month. Taken together with the stronger antibody responses observed using the 

resorbable Al-fumarate MOF adjuvant, these data revealed, as already observed,69,70 that 

specific immune response is not a long lasting focal phenomenon at the injection site, and that 

the long term persistence of Al(OH)3 is not needed for a strong antibody production. 

 

Safety of the TT@Al-fumarate vaccine formulation  

Throughout the course of all mice studies, no behaviour or animal growth abnormality was 

observed (Fig. S22). When a high dose was injected (200 µl at C1 per mouse equivalent to 2/5th 

of a human dose in a 20 g mouse, SI section 1C), similar results were observed (Fig. S23). Local 

reactions were null or only reaching a grade 1 transient local swelling in the high dose study. 

Histological observations of spleen, liver and kidney did not reveal any abnormal cells nor any 

difference between tissues from TT@Al-fumarate injected mice and naïve mice (Fig. 3a). The 

Al-fumarate adjuvant did not induce any acute toxicity. 

 

Figure 3. (a) Spleen, liver, and kidney tissue section (HES staining) from naïve mice (left column) and 

mice immunized IM with TT@Al-fumarate (right column). Spleen and liver were harvested 7 days after 

injection of a total of 200 µl at C1 concentration. Kidneys were harvested 35 days after injection of 35 

µl at C1 concentration. Scale bar represents 500 µm. (b) Stability of TT@Al-fumarate as immunogen. 

A single preparation of TT@Al-fumarate was tested at 9, 15, and 24 months by comparing anti-TT Ig 

antibody levels obtained from the initial preparation (t=0) to sample kept à 4 °C (t=X). Sera diluted 

1:1000. Histograms represent the mean values, black solid lines represent the median values, and 

diamond shapes represent individual mice. Anti-TT Ig antibody levels between formulations were non-

significantly different with p > 0.13 as determined via Tukey’s correction as part of a one-way ANOVA.  
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Long-term storage stability and repeatability of TT@Al-fumarate vaccine formulation  

The repeatability of the formulation was assessed by comparing 4 different preparations of 

TT@Al-fumarate prepared by 2 different individuals (Table S8). Similar antibody responses 

were obtained (Fig. S24), indicating the robustness of the process. 

The TT@Al-fumarate vaccine formulation was stored at 4 °C without any preservative and was 

injected 9, 15 and 24 months after preparation. The comparison of the Ig levels obtained with 

aged formulations versus the initial formulation prepared at t=0 did not show any decrease in 

the immunogenic properties (Fig. 3b), demonstrating the stability of the formulation over at 

least 24 months. This high stability reaches the regulatory requirements for the pharmaceutical 

industry. Noticeably, a decay of immunogenicity was observed with formulations prepared from 

non-encapsulated aged TT (Fig. S25), suggesting a protective and stabilizing effect of the 

encapsulation. 

Factors contributing to the enhanced immune response of TT@Al-fumarate 

To follow the antigen availability and kinetics, TT was labelled with a NIR fluorophore 

(InvivoTag 680, SI section 1A). Three formulations (fluo-TT@Al-fumarate, fluo-TT-

Alhydrogel and fluo-TT) were prepared such as all mice were IM injected with 4 IU fluo-TT 

and comparable Al content for the adjuvanted formulations (SI section 1C, Fig. S26 and Table 

S9). Despite preliminary in vitro studies revealed a strong quenching of the fluorescent signal 

when fluo-TT was immobilized within the MOF (Fig S27), the radiance signal was more than 

one Log above the control background, allowing a longitudinal study for almost a month (Fig. 

4a-b and Fig. S28). After 28 days, the remaining focal fluo-TT was almost negligible for fluo-

TT without adjuvant (< 5 %), only 11 % for fluo-TT-Alhydrogel and 16 % for fluo-TT@Al-

fumarate groups. Interestingly, when comparing with the 44 % and 22 % aluminium amount 

remaining after one month for TT-Alhydrogel and TT@Al-fumarate, respectively (Fig. 2c), it 

suggested that contrary to Alhydrogel adjuvant, a concurrent release of TT and Al is observed 

in the case of Al-fumarate, which may improve the immune response. 

The fluorescence decay kinetics were evaluated (Fig. 4b-c). During the first 8 days, decay of 

fluo-TT without adjuvant followed a single exponential curve, with a half-life of 4.08 days, 

whereas decay of fluo-TT@Al-fumarate was the longest (6.86 days), fluo-TT-Alhydrogel 

displaying an intermediate half-life (5.37 days). Considering 16 days period, half-life of fluo-

TT remained constant (4.10 days) while half-life of fluo-TT@Al-fumarate decreased to 5.29 

days, suggesting a dual decay. This dual decay revealed a slower release of TT at the early time 

of the immune response, followed by a faster TT release. 
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Fluo-TT-Alhydrogel decay curve also exhibited a dual decay (half-life of 4.65 days on 16 days), 

but with a smaller initial slow release effect than fluo-TT@Al-fumarate. The persistence of 

antigens at the injection site in the first days following injection (also called depot effect), may 

be key to a strong immune response.71–73 We can thus assume that the better adjuvant efficiency 

of TT@Al-fumarate might also be linked to more favourable antigen release kinetics, making 

it more available at the injection site during the first days of the immune response.  

Remarkably, upon examination of the remaining aluminium amount 7 days after injection, the 

residual fluo-TT to aluminium ratio was about 0.8 and 1.2 for Alhydrogel and Al-fumarate 

adjuvants, respectively. In the first days, in the case of Al-fumarate, aluminium is thus released 

in slight excess to TT, supporting the hypothesis that aluminium is available simultaneously to 

the release of TT which probably is also contributing to the improved immune response 

observed using Al-fumarate. 

The importance of the encapsulation process was also investigated and compared with a 

physical adsorption of TT on preformed MOF particles (TT-on-Al-fumarate, see experimental 

section, SI section 9, Fig. S29-31). TT, TT@Alhydrogel, TT@Al-fumarate and TT-on-Al-

fumarate vaccines were formulated at the C1 concentration, and for the three adjuvants with 

identical Al content (Table S10). As expected, Ig levels obtained with TT@Al-fumarate were 

significantly higher than those obtained with TT@Alhydrogel, and those obtained with TT 

without adjuvant (Fig. 4d). Interestingly, Ig levels obtained with TT-on-Al-fumarate were lower 

than levels obtained with TT@Al-fumarate, and similar to levels obtained with the reference 

adjuvant TT-Alhydrogel (similar results were obtained with IgG levels). These results indicate 

that the encapsulation of TT during the MOF formation rather than its surface immobilization, 

improves the antigen immune efficiency. 

All these data suggest that the enhanced immune response obtained with the MOF matrix 

resulted probably from the combination of a slow antigen release in the first days with a 

concurrent release of Al from Al-fumarate and an in vivo protection effect.  
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Figure 4. (a) Evolution of NIR fluorescence signal in vivo after injection of fluo-TT, fluo-TT-Alhydrogel 

and fluo-TT@Al-fumarate after 6 h, 4 days and 18 days (50 µl, IM, quadriceps). (b) Longitudinal study 

of the fluorescence radiance with normalized signal to 100 % based on the value measured at t = 0. 

Error bars represent standard error of the mean. (c) Decay of the fluorescence radiance during 8 days, 

with the radiance signal normalized to 100 % based on the value measured at t = 6 h. Error bars 

represent the standard error of the mean. (d) Anti-TT Ig response 32 days after immunization (20 µl, IM, 

right hind-limb) with, from left to right, TT, TT-Alhydrogel, TT@Al-fumarate and TT-on-Al-fumarate. 

All formulations contain same TT and Al contents (Table S10). Boxes 25-75 percentiles, diamond shapes 

represent individual mice. *p < 0.05 as determined via Tukey’s correction as part of a one-way ANOVA. 
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Co-immobilization with an immune orienteer 

In one-shot immunisation experiments, similar negligible amount of IgA was observed using 

either TT@Al-fumarate or TT-Alhydrogel, in agreement with Al-based adjuvants limitation to 

solely induce humoral response.14 To examine the possibility of modulating the TH1/TH2 

balance, an immune orienteer, CpG 1018 (phosphorothioate oligonucleotides, 22-mer), already 

approved in human vaccines,74 was added in the TT@Al-fumarate formulation.  

CpG 1018 was directly immobilized together with the TT antigen within Al-fumarate without 

hampering the MOF formation (Fig. 5a). Phosphorous was used as a probe element of CpG 

1018 and was detected only in CpG1018@Al-fumarate and CpG1018+TT@Al-fumarate 

samples and not in the synthesis supernatants (Table S11), confirming CpG 1018 

immobilization. Upon Al-fumarate degradation (in PBS/EDTA solution), CpG 1018 was 

released and its integrity was confirmed by electrophoresis in 5 % agarose gel (Fig. 5b). 

Vaccines were formulated at the C1 concentration, with 0.4 µg/µl CpG 1018 and identical 

aluminium content between the adjuvanted formulations (Table S12). Mice were immunized 

twice at D0 and D20 (Fig. 5c). After 42 days, low but significant amount of IgA anti-TT 

antibodies were only detected in sera of the CpG 1018 boosted TT@Al-fumarate group (Fig. 

5d). A striking increase in IgG2a anti-TT antibodies as a surrogate marker of a cellular response 

shift was observed with CpG1018 boosted TT@Al-fumarate (Fig. 5e). Interestingly, some mice 

exhibited IgG2a as early as 20 days after one injection (Fig. S32).  

In the present study, at aim of comparing IgG production using the reference and new adjuvants, 

no attempts have been done to check accurately cellular response, beyond IgG isotype switch 

induced by CpG 1018 as a fair surrogate marker of such response. However, the TH1/TH2 shift 

was observed using relatively low dose of CpG 1018 within TT@Al-fumarate (2*8 µg/mouse), 

120 times less than the non-encapsulated 3000 µg in Human Heplisav-B vaccine,74 suggesting 

high potential of Al-fumarate for vaccine formulation with low dose of immune orienteer also 

inducing cellular responses in addition to humoral responses.  
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Figure 5. (a) Powder X-Ray patterns of Al-fumarate calculated (obtained from CCDC, deposition 

number: 1051975, database identifier: DOYBEA), Al-fumarate, CpG1018@Al-fumarate, and 

CpG1018+TT@Al-fumarate. λ = 1.5406 Å. (b) Electrophoresis in 5 % agarose gel, lane 1: CpG 1018, 

lane 2: molecular weight ladder, lane 3: CpG 1018 released from Al-fumarate. (c) Mice vaccination 

study (N=5). All formulations contain same TT, CpG 1018, and Al contents (Table S12). (d) Anti-TT 

IgA response 42 days after IM immunization with, from left to right, TT-Alhydrogel, CpG1018+TT-

Alhydrogel, TT@Al-fumarate, CpG1018+TT@Al-fumarate, and CpG1018+TT. N=5, Sera diluted to 

1/100. Boxes 25-75 percentiles, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 as determined via Tukey’s correction as part 

of a one-way ANOVA. (e) Anti-TT IgG2a response 42 days after immunization with, from left to right, 

TT@Al-fumarate, CpG1018+TT@Al-fumarate and CpG1018+TT. Sera diluted to 1:1000. Boxes 25-75 

percentiles, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 as determined via Tukey’s correction as part of a one-way 

ANOVA. 
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Inactivated E. coli vaccines  

To further demonstrate the universality of this novel adjuvant, another type of antigen for non-

living vaccines, inactivated bacteria, much wider in size and with more complex structures than 

toxoids were also investigated. Very few reports concern the association of bacteria with MOFs. 

Mostly zinc imidazolate based or a Fe-polycarboxylate MOFs have been considered,63,75–77 but 

to our knowledge, no Al-based system have previously been combined with bacteria. 

Formaldehyde inactivated Escherichia coli were selected as to date inactivated whole E. coli 

vaccines did not reach clinically efficient immunization, due to the poor in vivo stability of the 

immunogen.63,78 The successful formation of inactivated E.coli@Al-fumarate was confirmed 

(Fig. S33). After MOF dissolution in PBS/EDTA solution, the analysis by flow cytometry 

revealed a different scatter profile for inactivated E.coli@Al-fumarate than non-encapsulated 

bacteria, suggesting their entrapment within the MOF matrix (Fig. 6a). On the other hand, 

bacteria liberated from Al-fumarate exhibited the same scatter profile as non-encapsulated 

bacteria, indicating their release without morphological damage. This was further confirmed by 

similar image aspect between non-encapsulated and released bacteria under single cell direct 

imaging. 

Three inactivated E. coli vaccine formulations were prepared (inactivated E. coli, inactivated 

E.coli-Alhydrogel and inactivated E.coli@Al-fumarate) with comparable number of bacteria 

(ca 2.1.105 bacteria/µl), and similar Al content for the adjuvanted formulations (Table S13). 

Mice were immunized twice (Fig. 6b). As shown in Fig. 6c, at D21, mice injected once with 

inactivated E.coli@Al-fumarate exhibited a strong Ig response whereas Ig levels were very low 

among inactivated E.coli-Alhydrogel and inactivated E. coli injected mice. At D42, mice from 

the inactivated E.coli@Al-fumarate group exhibited a higher Ig level, 3 times higher than 

without adjuvant and 1.6 higher than using the reference Al-adjuvant.  

Al-fumarate is thus also suitable for the immobilization of inactivated bacteria, preserving their 

immunogenic potential and acting as an adjuvant leading to an enhanced immune response 

compared to bare inactivated bacteria and even to the reference Al-adjuvant. 
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Figure 6. (a) Flow cytometry analysis on inactivated E. coli (not immobilized, left), inactivated 

E.coli@Al-fumarate (middle), released inactivated E. coli from Al-fumarate (right); top row: axial and 

side scatters obtained on BD LSR Fortessa™ device; bottom row: direct video imaging performed using 

a Thermo Fisher Attune™ Cytpix™ on the bacteria gated on the scatters and SYTO 9 fluorophore 

detecting DNA from bacteria. (b) Mice vaccination study design (N=5). All formulations contain same 

E. coli and Al contents (Table S13). (c) Anti-E. coli Ig response 21 days (open symbols) and 42 days 

(full symbols) after IM immunization with, from left to right, inactivated E. coli, inactivated E.coli-

Alhydrogel, inactivated E.coli@Al-fumarate. Sera diluted to 1:1000. **p < 0.01, as determined via 

Wilcoxon signed rank test. Bars represent mean value at days 21 (dashed) and 42 (plain). The atypical 

mouse in the inactivated E. coli group that exhibited a high antibody level at D21 had pre-immune level 

2.7-fold higher than other mice suggesting a previous sensitization. 
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Conclusions and outlooks 

Although discovered one century ago and used with only minor changes from that time, Al-

adjuvants remain the “unsung heroes” of vaccination, even sometimes confused with 

excipients, despite their mandatory use for non-living vector immunization. Here, we report 

that the Al-based Metal-Organic Framework, Al-fumarate, can be synthesized using a water, 

room temperature process compatible with the entrapment of a variety of bio-entities (toxoids, 

nucleic acids, bacteria). Al-fumarate acted as a fully resorbable adjuvant with an antigen slow 

release, working as a more potent adjuvant than the canonical Al-adjuvant, Alhydrogel. This 

promising novel adjuvant is not only inexpensive and easy to scale-up, but its stability over 24 

months at 4 °C makes it particularly suitable for use in Low- and Medium-Income Countries.  

Even though, the exact mechanism by which adjuvants act still remains not fully elucidated,71–

73 it can be proposed that the improved immune potency of the Al-fumarate adjuvant originates 

from the concurrent slow release of both TT and Al from TT@Al-fumarate optimally delivered 

to Antigen Presenting Cells (APC), as well as from protection against in vivo degradation. 

The encapsulation within Al-fumarate allowed to easily combine relatively low dose of immune 

orienteer to modulate the immune response. The matrix effect of Al-fumarate entrapping 

biological molecules opens the opportunity to associate intimately mixture of antigens, immune 

orienteers, both to protect and optimally deliver the mixture. 

It should also be kept in mind that when antibody response is only needed for vaccine efficiency, 

Al-adjuvants remain the best answer for avoiding most serious vaccine side-effects linked to 

cellular responses. Conversely, the short duration of anti-covid immunity induced by RNA 

vaccines stresses on the need for further advances in adjuvants towards a sustained immune 

response as provided by Al-adjuvants against toxoids. 
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Experimental Section 

Extensive description of the experimental section is given in the Supplementary Information. 

TT vaccines formulations 

TT@Al-fumarate synthesis. Two TT@Al-fumarate vaccines C0 and C1 were prepared and C1 

was used as stock for the C2 and C3 diluted vaccines. A solution of Al2(SO4)3 (0.1 M) and a 

solution of fumaric acid (0.2 M) were mixed together in a 1:1 volume ratio. The solution of 

Tetanus Toxoid of 2.8 mg/ml purchased from Creative Biolabs was used directly for the 

preparation of the vaccines. A few seconds after mixing the two solutions, the tetanus toxoid 

solution was added to the reaction (8.4 µl for C0 and 10.5 μl for C1). The final mixture was left 

under stirring at room temperature for 8 h. Subsequently, the vaccines were centrifuged at 12 

000 g for 3 min. Then, the solid was redispersed in HEPES buffer (20 mM, pH 7.4). The 

TT@Al-fumarate vaccines were kept at 4 °C for around 2 days until the in vivo studies.  

TT-Alhydrogel (reference adjuvant). Alhydrogel 2 % purchased from InvivoGen was used 

directly for the preparation of the TT-Alhydrogel vaccines. Two TT-Al-Alhydrogel vaccines 

C0 and C1 were prepared and C1 was used as stock for the C2 and C3 diluted vaccines. In 

detail, 8.4 µl (for C0) or 10.5 µl (for C1) tetanus toxoid solution was diluted in 175 µl (C0) or 

219 µl (C1) PBS buffer volume (10 mM, pH 7.4), followed by the addition of 58 µl (C0) or 73 

µl (C1) of the Alhydrogel suspension. The mixture was pipetted up and down for 5 min, to 

allow the adsorption of the antigen, and finally, the remaining amount of PBS buffer was added. 

The TT@Alhydrogel vaccines were kept at 4 °C for around 2 days until the in vivo studies. 

TT-on-Al-fumarate (surface immobilization). Al-fumarate was synthesized following the same 

procedure as TT@Al-fumarate but H2O was added instead of TT. Then, Al-fumarate was 

redispersed in Milli-Q H2O and TT solution (2.8 mg/ml) was added. After 16 h, TT-on-Al-

fumarate was centrifuged at 12 000 g for 3 min, and the supernatant was removed. Finally, 

HEPES buffer (20 mM, pH 7.4) was added and the TT-on-Al-fumarate vaccine was kept at 4 

°C, for in vivo studies. 

 

CpG1018+TT vaccine formulations.  

CpG 1018 (phosphorothioate oligonucleotides, 22-mer, TGACTGTGAACGTTCGAGATGA, 

modification: all bases) was obtained from Proteogenix in the powder form and directly used 

without further purification. 1051.83 µg CpG 1018 was dissolved in 35 µl of RNase-free H2O. 
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For CpG1018+TT@Al-fumarate, the same procedure as for TT@Al-fumarate was followed, 

but with the addition of TT solution (2.8 mg/ml) and of the CpG 1018 solution (30 µg/µl). 

For CpG1018+TT-Alhydrogel, the same procedure as for TT-Alhydrogel was followed, with 

the addition of the CpG 1018 solution (30 µg/µl). 

 

Inactivated E. coli vaccine formulations.  

Wild uropathogen E. coli strain with no antibiotic resistance was isolated from a urinary 

infection on CPSO agar. That local strain is available upon request to the authors. One E. coli 

colony was plated on TSA agar. Bulk bacterial culture dish was recovered and resuspended by 

flooding with 1 % aqueous solution of 37 % formaldehyde, 1 % BSA in PBS buffer (0.150 mM, 

pH 7.4). The inactivated E. coli suspension was kept ~ 4 °C until use. Prior to immobilization 

the inactivated E. coli suspension was washed twice with NaCl 0.9 % (2 400 g, 5 min). The 

resulting suspension was adjusted in order to contain ca 7-8x106 bacteria/µl (determined by 

flow cytometry). 

For Inactivated E.coli@Al-fumarate vaccine and Inactivated E.coli-Alhydrogel vaccine. The 

same procedure than for the TT vaccine was followed but with the addition of inactivated E. 

coli suspension (ca 7.5x106 bacteria/µl) instead of TT solution. The suspension was kept at 4 

°C, until the in vivo studies. 

 

Animal studies 

Ethics statement. All animal studies were done in accordance with protocol part of project n° 

APAFiS# 15557-2018061813422925_v3 which was submitted to the VOXCAN ethical 

committee (CEAA-129) and the French authorities (ministry of national education, the higher 

education and research) and received a favourable opinion on 22-JUN-2018 and 26-JUN-2018, 

respectively.  

For all studies, mice were housed collectively in disposable standard cages in ventilated racks 

under a controlled temperature of 21 ± 3 °C, humidity between 30-70 %, with a light cycle of 

12 h of light / 12 h of dark. Filtered water and autoclaved standard laboratory food for rodent 

were provided ad libitum. Prior to vaccine administration mice were anaesthetised under 

volatile anaesthesia (isoflurane and oxygen as a carrier gas). 

For all studies, just before animal administration, the vaccines were kept at room temperature 

for a few minutes to avoid administering a cold solution. Prior to injection, right before filling 

the syringe, each vaccine was carefully re-suspended by vortex. For all studies, injections were 

done with 26G disposable needles placed on 50 µl Hamilton syringes. 
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TT immunization studies. In a typical experiment (details of each immunisation study can be 

found in the Supplementary Information), seven weeks old Balb/c female mice of 18 to 21 g 

were immunized by intra-muscular injection in the quadriceps muscle of the right hind leg with 

20 µl of the tested formulations (either TT, TT-Alhydrogel, TT@Al-fumarate or TT-on-Al-

fumarate) with a constant ratio of TT/Al3+ = 0.08 IU/μg Al for Al-adjuvanted formulations. For 

each formulation, 5 or 6 mice were used per group and sacrificed at 7, 14, 30 or 60 days after 

injection depending on the study.  

High doses TT immunization study. Seven weeks old Balb/c female mice of ~ 21 g were 

immunized by intra-muscular injection in both hind-limb with 50 µl and by subcutaneous (SC) 

in the right flank with 100 µl of formulations at the C1 concentration. The mice were thus in 

total injected with 200 µl at the C1 concentration. Euthanasia was performed at 7 days (1 

mouse), 32 days (2 mice), 60 days (2 mice) and 90 days (2 mice) after injections.  

CpG 1018 + TT immunization study. Seven weeks old Balb/c female mice of ~ 19 g were 

immunized by intra-muscular injection in the right hind-limb with 20 µl of either TT+CpG1018, 

TT-Alhydrogel, TT+CpG1018-Alhydrogel, TT@Al-fumarate or CpG1018+TT@al-fumarate. 

All vaccines were formulated at the C1 concentration and for the formulation containing CpG 

1018 so that 8 µg CpG 1018 were injected. For each formulation, 10 mice were used per group 

and two additional mice were included in the study as a control group, which did not receive 

any vaccine injection (naive mice). Euthanasia was performed for half of the mice (N = 5) 20 

days after the injection (D20) and for the remaining mice (N = 5) 42 days after injection (D42). 

One naïve mouse was sacrificed at D20 and 1 naïve mouse was sacrificed at D42. Twenty days 

after the injection, the remaining mice of each group, received another 20 µl intra-muscular 

injection in the quadriceps muscle of the right hind leg.  

Inactivated E. coli immunization study. Seven weeks old Balb/c female mice of ~ 20 g were 

immunized by intra-muscular injection in the right hind-limb with 50 µl of either inactivated E. 

coli, inactivated E.coli@Al-fumarate or inactivated E.coli-Alhydrogel. Each vaccine was 

prepared to contain a comparable number of bacteria, with a constant ratio of Al, for both Al-

fumarate and Alhydrogel adjuvants. For each formulation (inactivated E. coli, inactivated 

E.coli@Al-fumarate or inactivated E.coli-Alhydrogel) 10 mice were used per group and 3 

additional mice were included in the study as a control group, which did not receive any vaccine 

injection (naive mice). Euthanasia was performed for half of the mice (N = 5) 21 days after the 

injection (D21) and for the remaining mice (N = 5) 42 days after injection (D42). 1 naïve mouse 

was sacrificed at 21 days after injection, and 2 naïve mice were sacrificed at 42 days. 21 days 

after the injection, the remaining mice of each group, received another 50 µl intra-muscular 
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injection in the quadriceps muscle of the right hind leg. At the start of the study (D0), blood 

was sampled by retro-orbital sinus route under anaesthesia. 

 

Antibodies responses 

Sera were analysed for whole antibodies (Ig) responses using an anti-mouse light chain ELISA, 

for IgG antibodies responses using an anti-mouse IgG specific ELISA, and for IgA using an 

anti-alpha chain specific antibody. In one experiment Ig isotypes IgG1, IgG2a and IgG2b were 

also measured. ELISA was performed according to the manufacturer’s instruction (alpha 

Diagnostic International). Special attention was paid to use conditions allowing an accurate 

comparison of antibodies titers: sera were tested on the same microtiter plate allowing direct 

OD comparisons, or at the same time on several plates, with an identical reference curve on 

each plate allowing correcting OD values. Correction was usually of 1 % and no more than 5 

%.  

 

Evaluation of the Al content at the injection site  

The resorptive character of the TT@Al-fumarate formulation was evaluated by quantifying the 

amounts of remaining Al3+ at the injection sites of mice (right hind-limb) immunized with Al-

fumarate based vaccine and compared to that of the non-resorptive TT-Alhydrogel. 

At euthanasia, the limbs were harvested and fixed in 4 % PFA in HEPES buffer 20 mM pH 7.4. 

HEPES buffer was selected to ensure no degradation of the MOF could occur afterward.  

The presence of Al3+ (deriving from the two adjuvants) at the injection sites (right limbs) was 

investigated via ICP-OES. The left limbs of all samples, as well as both limbs of all mice 

injected with only TT and both limbs of naïve mice were also analysed by ICP-OES, as negative 

controls. The fixation medium (PFA) was also analysed to ensure that no MOF degradation and 

subsequent Al3+ leaching occurred during the fixation protocol. Al3+ was never detected in any 

of the fixation media. 

Digestion procedure for limb samples: All limb samples were removed from their storage media 

and were dehydrated at 100 °C for 5 h before treatment. After dehydration, the limbs were pre-

digested with 2.5 ml HNO3 (70 %, analytical grade) for 3 days at RT, followed by a total 

digestion at 50 °C for 3 h. For the ICP analysis, all digested samples were diluted to a final 

volume of 20 ml, using Milli-Q H2O. 
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